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Many:1

1:1 Data Relationships

GENII offers several distinct application types to address variations in information use 

and structure. Icons relay to the user—application type, dimensionality, and attributes.

GENII manages columnar relationships as metadata. Using the GENII Relationship 

Editor, complex data models may be rapidly prototyped.

Field Type Codes

Field Type Codes tie a set of business functions to a specific field. These fields can carry 

any name within the business data, and the Field Type Code then ties set business logic to 

that field name.
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Data Format Validation

GENII employs a wide cross section of data validation tools to ensure records are 

maintained to exacting format. Likewise, GENII contains tools which can back-check 

legacy data to ensure conformance with specified values. Additional tools are available to 

update legacy data values to modern format, as well as refactoring tools for evolve similar 

data of disparate format to a desired consistent format.
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Default Values and Expressions

GENII can apply a default value to any newly created record. Default expressions may 

also be employed to generate a value from system values, JavaScript functions, or a 

construct of mathematical calculations built from other field values.

Temporal Management

GENII temporal management provides a set of rules to ensure data with set life spans 

remain valid only during queries within their lifespan. To do this, three temporal types are 

defined. These tools are tuned to the simultaneous management of space and time, 

because the covering nature of spatial data tends to violate a fundamental rule of the set 

theory upon which relational database management systems are based. Covering is the 

concept that all locations must be covered with a service or particular class of data.

Trigger Actions cause an 'action' to occur once something else has occurred (trigger 

event). GENII can manage three types of triggers:

► On Date: on a given date and time, the action is triggered.

► On Value Set: if a data field is set to a specific value, the action is triggered.

► On New Record: if a new record is created, the action is triggered.
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Application Type

Field controls are assigned to dataset fields to impart a specific form of functionality 

appropriate for the data. Note the following:

►Each field control leads with the name of the field and follows with the value of the field.

►Mouse-hovering over the field title loads the field definition to the Tool Tip, while 

hovering over the data in an Edit mode loads the field validation format to the Tool Tip.

►Most field controls appear as a Label while in Browse mode and only display their 

unique characteristics when placed in an Edit mode.

Control Types

Relational Aggregations summarize support information for child or parent data. This helps 

minimize redundancy and ensures that the most current information is used:

► The sum of child values can be displayed in the parent. For example, an employee 

worked on four projects for several hours each. A relational aggregation may be used to 

sum up all the hours and display it in the parent record.

► Seventeen checks where deposited with a receipt. A relational aggregation could be 

used to total the checks automatically, while not having to store the total in its own field.

Relational Aggregations

GENII contains a complete internal mapping system which provides the simultaneous 

treatment of spatial, temporal, and columnar data.

Mapping Support

GENII Trigger Actions

Concurrency Constraints provide an ability to create implicit relationships between spatial 

data. This is beneficial in cases where the maintenance of explicit data relationships is 

made difficult because primary and foreign keys are subject to change. This is 

particularly problematic for transportation and other linear data where events may be tied 

to a road name, but the road name may change or be called differently by different 

organizations.

Concurrency Constraints

Data Access Operators

The GENII Security System manages data access as the granular user/table level. In 

some cases, field-level security may also be applied. Roles may be built for groups of 

users, and exceptions applied to roles on an individual basis.

The GENII reporting system is used to extract meaningful information from the 

data maintained through the GENII EII:

► Internal Reports: data listings, statistics, and other features.

► External Reports: reports generated by third party reporting systems.

► Intersect Reports: reports generated through spatial intersect.

► Refactoring Reports: tools evolve data and process.
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